Dances at Polish Ball: Justice Frank, administrator of Buffalo's Bureau of Licenses, speaks through tape and gong recall on the resumption of the dances at the Polish Club. Buffalo, February 13, 1928. The Polish Club held its annual dance with live music and dancing until 3:00 a.m. The club is located on State Street near Paul Bunyan Park. (Buffalo News photo by George H. Hines)

FORCES GIRDING TO FIGHT CANAL TOLL MEASURE
Organized advocates of free-waterway shipping to attack the state's desire to charge toll. Buffalo is interested. Many industries here would be affected adversely if changes were enacted.

AUTOISTS ARE WARNED TO IGNORE PLATE FEUD
Harnett says laws must be obeyed until courts settle dispute.

ICY PAVEMENTS HELD CAUSE OF EIGHT MISHPANS
Williamsville man and his 21-year-old child are hurt from automobile accident. A section of the pavement in Williamsville was the scene of an automobile accident, resulting in injuries to two persons.

Ham Burglars Are Just Hams; They Overlook Steaks
Police have found a burglar who has been stealing steaks from a restaurant in Buffalo. The burglar was caught by the police in the act of stealing.

MIXUP OVER BROTHERS
Court Gets Jacob and Essa Case
A charge and suit situation, which has caused confusion in the court, involved a mistake in the identification of two brothers. The mistake has led to a legal battle.

WANT PLAZA FOR T. R. Vets Make Appeal to City Council
The veterans want to build a memorial to their fallen comrades in the war. The city council has been asked to consider the proposal.

IMPENDING SHAKEUP TO AFFECT DETECTIVES
Revised report on trip to Pacific Coast finds that topic not on lips of everyone. SLUMP CAUSES CONCERN
Residents of all communities find recession affecting their every day lives. (This is the first of a series of articles on business conditions.)

A short article on business conditions.

AUTO ACCIDENT SQUAD INCREASE ALSO INDICATED
Changes in police setup likely to be announced by commissioner. Unless there is a change in the number of policemen, the increased size of the squad will be announced by the commissioner. (Buffalo News photo by George H. Hines)
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